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Overview 

About the Project 

In the last decade, newspapers increasingly have turned to online publishing, either in addition to or as a 
substitute for print publishing.  The Library of Congress, in its quest to sustain and preserve a universal 
historical record, is considering how to incorporate these online products into its newspaper collecting 
and archiving responsibilities. Historically, much of the Library's newspaper collection has been 
developed through transfers of physical materials from publishers to the Copyright Office in fulfillment 
of registration requirements. The purpose of this pilot was to explore the technical feasibility of 
accepting electronic copies of newspapers in lieu of physical deposits.  Copyright regulatory changes 
were deliberately excluded from consideration, with the expectation that those issues could be pursued 
if technical concerns were satisfied. The hope of all pilot participants was that it would be possible to 
take advantage of digital technologies already in use by publishers, reducing the burden on publishers 
currently submitting print or microfilm copies for Copyright registration purposes, increasing the 
opportunity for timely and complete deposits, and increasing functionality of the collection through 
improved searchability.  

The News Media Alliance (NMA), known as the Newspaper Association of America (NAA) until 2016, is a 
non-profit representing more than 2,000 U.S. newspapers. In its August 31, 2009 response to the 
Copyright Office’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning mandatory deposit of online-only content, 
NAA expressed interest in working with the Library to “help identify means of providing mandatory and 
registration deposit copies to the Copyright Office and Library of Congress…”  In 2012, NAA and the 
Library of Congress Office of Strategic Initiatives executed a pilot project to explore deposit scenarios for 
both ePrint and newspaper website content.  In connection with ePrints, NAA members provided 
feedback on the Library’s proposed PDF (Portable Document Format) specifications and sent sample PDF 
files.  The Library project team recorded observations over the course of several months, and concluded 
its ePrint investigation with a report issued in October 2012. 

The news industry and the Library, with particular regard to electronic publishing, have matured in the 
five years since the initial pilot, while the microfilm industry has waned.  In 2016, at the request of NAA, 
the Library started a new pilot project to re-examine PDFs and their metadata and test technical delivery 
methods.   For the purpose of this new pilot, the Library re-assessed its collection requirements and 
publisher capabilities for generating and transferring digital newspaper content to the Library.   

As the unit of the Library responsible for collection management and access, Library Services focused on 
exploring what news print publishers are currently producing for online distribution, what PDF 
characteristics would be practical for publishers to implement in support of efficient and sustainable 
collection management and access, and the technical mechanisms for establishing regular transfers of 
digital data. 

This report focuses on one type of electronic news content, the “ePrint” or “edition.”  An ePrint is an 
electronic facsimile of the newspaper print edition, typically in PDF format.  It is often provided on a 
newspaper’s website for use with e-readers or to encourage online browsing.  NMA solicited its 
membership to find participants interested and willing to provide feedback to the Library on ePrints as a 
possible future deposit copy format. 
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About the Team 

Library Services assembled a team of technical and content experts from the Serial & Government 
Publications Division (SER) and the Technology Policy Directorate to work with Danielle Coffey, the Vice 
President of Public Policy at NMA.  The seven-member Library team included:  Teresa Sierra, Deborah 
Thomas, Robin Butterhof, and Nathan Yarasavage from SER; Beth Dulabahn, Kate Murray, and Melissa 
Hire from Technology Policy.  The goal of this group was to explore various types of PDFs and metadata 
generated by newspaper publishers, test a range of technical methods whereby newspaper publishers 
might deliver content electronically to the Library, and inform future decisions about recommended 
formats for newspapers and group registration scenarios. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to share conclusions from the 2016-2017 investigation on ePrints, and to 
provide background and context for the conclusions. 

About ePrints 

The ePrint is an electronic facsimile of the newspaper 
print edition, usually in PDF format, and is typically 
created for online subscribers of the newspaper and/or 
commercial printing purposes.  ePrint versions are readily 
available for tablets and smart phones from popular 
newspapers such as the Wall Street Journal, New York 
Times, and USA Today. As pictured on the right, the ePrint 
contains text, graphics, and images.  NMA reports that 
ePrints are a tracked category in circulation figures 
captured by the Audit Bureau of Circulation, the industry-
trusted standard for audited circulation information.  

ePrints are not merely for online browsing; they serve 
other purposes as well.  They may be sent to a third-party 
vendor for printing or used as source files for the creation 
of microfilm mandatory deposit and registration copies. 
Newspapers may create ePrints themselves or use a third 
party vendor to create, host, and deliver the ePrint. 
Examples of third party vendors include Tecnavia, Libre 
Digital, Olive, and Newz Group. In addition, PDF has 
become a common format of Web-based electronic 
document exchange. A wide variety of both desktop and 
production-level software applications can both produce 
and display PDF files, making it a useful format for long-
term management and archiving. 
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Phase 1:  Project Initiation and Planning 

The first phase of the project entailed planning the project phases and onboarding the NMA-selected 
participants. The Library Services project team requested a diverse participant group with differing 
circulation volumes, production and distribution methods in order to have a valid sample of the market.   
The four publishers selected by NMA – the Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The Washington 
Post, and the Gannett Company (USA Today) – produce some of the largest circulated newspapers in the 
United States.  To round out the sample, two small to medium titles were selected including the Des 
Moines Register and the Iowa City Press-Citizen, both published by the Gannett Company. 

A kickoff meeting with the pilot participants was held on April 28, 2016. In the kickoff meeting, the 
Library Services team shared the goals of pilot, reviewed the instructions for preparing and delivering 
the sample files to the Library, and fielded questions. 

Phase 2: Sample Analysis of Current ("As-is") Files and 
ePrint PDF Specification Development 

The goal of Phase 2 was for Library Services to gather and analyze ePrint PDF files in order to form a 
baseline from which to discuss future deposit specifications.  In this phase, the pilot participants were 
asked to send two weeks’ worth of published content as it was natively produced, without any 
modifications to the production process.  The publishers submitted a combined total 14,500 samples 
(24GB). These as-is samples were sent via postal carrier to the Library on physical media, such as  
flash/thumb drives and external hard drives, since the automated mechanisms for receiving files were 
not yet fully operational.    

Sampling Methodology and Analysis of As-is ePrint Sample Files 

A minimum of 15 samples from each publisher was examined, purposefully selected to represent a 
variety of publication dates and days of the week, editions and content sections.  The technical 
characteristics of these files were reviewed and analyzed using validation tools including Adobe Acrobat 
XI Pro, PreFlight, JHOVE, DROID, as well as text and photo viewer tools such as NotePad++, HxD and 
IrfanView.  

The samples exhibited varying technical characteristics, primarily with regard to format, metadata, and 
completeness.  To assess format, reviewers checked the PDF version and verified whether the files had 
searchable text, embedded fonts, device-independent colorspaces, or content tagging for accessibility. 
The images were also examined for overall visual quality, format, and compression.  In terms of 
metadata, reviewers examined the files for embedded metadata as well as any information included in 
the filename. To assess completeness, the PDF files were compared to original print copies as well as 
any comparable microfilm deposits held by the Library. In addition to checking section and total page 
counts, particular attention was paid to supplemental materials, such as weekly Sunday magazines, and 
content provided by a third-party, such as comics or ads. 
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Format Analysis of Sample Files 

In general, all sample files could be opened with common PDF readers, and the text and images were 
viewable. The team made the following observations about the format of the sample files: 

• The samples provided were PDF version 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5.  None of the submitted samples was 
PDF/A, a form of PDF with enhanced features for archiving.  

• While the majority of text was searchable, not all text was searchable. In general, headline and 
bylines were full-text searchable, but supplementary information such as comics and television 
listings were not searchable. Nor was text within advertisements when the advertisement was 
submitted as an image. 

• In addition, each of the publishers embedded all fonts, which included a mix of TrueType and 
Type 1 fonts, thereby facilitating accurate text display. 

• All publishers submitted images with device-independent color information, which is required 
for accurate color display.  

• Text and other content was not tagged for accessibility, preventing assistive technology (such as 
screen readers for the visually impaired) to understand the correct reading order of the text as 
well as the presence and meaning of significant elements such as tables, figures, captions and 
lists. 

• The images in the files were JPEGs with varying degrees of compression; most were 150-250 dpi 
with the JPEG quality between 50 and 98. 

Metadata and File Naming Analysis of Sample Files 

PDF files have the capacity to contain metadata embedded into the file itself. Some embedded 
metadata is auto-generated, conforming to presets or templates in the creating software and often 
contains information such as the file creation date and software name. PDF files can also contain more 
contextual information structured as Dublin Core or XMP data such as publisher name, title and 
publication date. This information must be purposefully embedded in the file through customized 
templates or automated scripts. Without good embedded contextual metadata, filenames and 
metadata outside of the file are critical; with such embedded metadata, the file is self-describing and 
more robust.  

The composition of embedded metadata in the Phase 2 samples was sparse, and inconsistent when 
implemented. Most samples contained only auto-generated data and no enhanced data to describe the 
creation of the file, publisher information or publication dates. In two notable cases, the metadata 
differed between editions of the same title, and personal names of publisher staff members were 
included as part of the provenance data. One publisher created all the PDF files for the submitted batch 
on the same date; this date was stored as the file creation date in embedded metadata. The lack of an 
embedded publication date to provide this date information meant that the only place the publication 
date was known was in the masthead. 

File names were in some cases problematic. While file names from some publishers contained 
structured data useful for understanding the structure of the issue, other file names were highly 
complex, requiring a detailed key to understand. In one case, the file names included special characters 
(+ , *), which are problematic in many computer systems. 
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Completeness Analysis of Sample Files 

In the context of this project, a complete copy contains all of the pages of the issue as printed.  To assess 
completeness, the PDF samples were compared to original print copies as well as any comparable 
microfilm deposits held by the Library.   The composition of the issue varied. In Phase 2, most publishers 
submitted individual page-level PDFs within a date folder; one publisher submitted a single, multi-page 
PDF issue for each day.  While rare, there were some instances in which a page was completely missing 
from an issue or only part of the published page was provided (such as one column of a multi-column 
page). In terms of supplemental material, two publishers included weekly Sunday magazine 
supplements in the Phase 2 samples.   

There were two noticeable differences between the Phase 2 PDF deliveries and the comparable 
microfilm.  Microfilm typically mimicked the issue as delivered to a customer in print form, often 
including Sunday third-party circulars and syndicated magazine supplements; the PDF deliveries lacked 
this content.  Similarly, some PDF samples included multiple versions of the same page, sometimes for 
different geographical markets or sometimes as the page updated with breaking news.  As microfilm 
reflects a single print issue, it does not include multiple versions of the same page. 

Developing the ePrint PDF Specification 

After reviewing the as-is samples, the Library Services project team created a tiered chart of Preferences 
for PDF Delivery (see Appendix A: Preferences for PDF Delivery) for the Phase 3 set of samples.  These 
preferences were designed to encourage structure, uniformity and enhanced features for access and 
preservation of submitted files.  Publishers were asked to review the preferences chart, review the 
output options for their local PDF production workflows, and generate a new set of Phase 3 "to-be" 
samples that incorporated more of the PDF preferences.  These samples would then be delivered to the 
Library digitally via SFTP transfers.  

The preferences are outlined below with the accompanying rationale for the preferences. 

Format Preferences 

• There should be no security measures such as digital rights management (DRM), passwords, 
encryption, etc. which would limit or prevent future access. 

• PDF files need to be readable by Acrobat 5.0 or later versions, but ideally would conform to 
PDF/A standards to include enhanced archival features. 

• As a default, all text, including but not limited to bylines, articles, classifieds, television 
schedules, obituaries and ads, should be searchable for easier discovery and access. 

• Text should be structured in logical column-reading order to facilitate accessibility/Section 508 
compliance. 

• All fonts should be embedded to lessen the chance of dropped or garbled text due to 
substituted fonts. 

• Fast-view or optimize for the web should not be implemented. 

• Interactive content such external bookmarks, hyperlinks, named destinations, comments, forms, 
Javascript actions, external cross references, alternate images, embedded thumbnails, 
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annotations, or private data are not permitted because these can potentially compromise the 
security of the file and decrease its long-term viability. 

• Multimedia content such as video or audio should not be embedded in the file because it 
increases rendering complexity. 

• Each PDF will include all necessary embedded raster-based photographic images such that the 
file will open without error and all content is visible. 

• Color information should be device independent to maintain accurate color display. 

 

Metadata and File Naming Preferences 

• Filenames must exhibit a uniform structure and include basic bibliographic information to 
facilitate scalable processing for many publishers. 

• A limited required set of embedded metadata is essential to maintaining the document's 
provenance information as well as contributing to enhanced data description. 

Completeness Preferences 

• Issues are requested to be assembled in book form or with a single unifying XML file providing 
identification and logical page sequence information, rather than individual pages, to ensure the 
complete issue is delivered.  

• PDF files will open without error, and all content is visible to assure access to the complete 
contents of the file. 

• Newspaper issues submitted will contain the complete latest published edition, including all 
sections represented in the printed version (e.g. advertisements,  magazines, etc.) 

Phase 2 Summary 

The Library Services team concluded Phase 2 with an understanding of the characteristics of ePrint PDFs 
commonly generated by large publishers.  This knowledge shaped the content, technical, and delivery 
properties listed in the Preferences for PDF Delivery, the guiding document for Phase 3 samples. 
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Phase 3: ePrint Sample Analysis of   
Specification-compliant ("To-be") Files 

Guided by the Preferences document (see Appendix A: Preferences for PDF Delivery), publishers were 
asked to create one month's worth of "to-be" samples and send to the Library via Secure File Transfer 
Protocol (SFTP). One publisher requested retrieval from their servers instead of depositing content on 
the Library's servers.  To move forward with the pilot, the Library Services project team pursued this 
option and fetched the content from the publisher's servers.  In this phase, the team aimed to test its 
automated transfer process for incoming sample files, and used a watch folder service to identify new 
files deposited by publishers each 24-hour period.  When new files were found, automated processes at 
the Library were invoked to inventory and scan files for malware.  Files were then bagged using the Bag-
it specification and copied to staging servers for review.  

Sampling Methodology and Analysis of To-be ePrint Sample Files 

The publishers submitted a combined total 12,532 sample files (35 GB) for Phase 3. The evaluation 
method was the same method used in Phase 2, with a minimum of 15 samples from each publisher 
examined representing a variety of sections, content, publication dates and days of the week. Regarding 
delivery packaging, one publisher submitted two weeks’ worth of issues (each issue named with an 
identifying date) as a single delivery.  The other three publishers delivered issues daily.   

Format Analysis of Sample Files 

Most of the publishers appeared to have made modest changes in order to follow the LC preferences 
provided at the end of Phase 2, especially in regard to file format standard and embedded metadata. No 
publishers submitted PDF/A files, with most submitting PDF versions 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6. 

More text was searchable including comics and television listings. Text stored as images in ads was not 
searchable (as expected). There were two unusual items found with regard to embedded text. The first 
was also a minor problem introduced in the switch from Phase 2 to Phase 3 samples; in the Phase 3 
sample, the lowercase L’s and uppercase i’s in static text images (such as the publisher’s block) are 
slightly oversized in comparison to the other text. This was not a problem in the Phase 2 sample. In 
another sample, sometimes the embedded text was concatenated.  For example, “in Woodstock” on the 
page became “inWoodstock” in the embedded text.   

As in Phase 2, the files did not include structured text for improved accessibility.  Similarly, all publishers 
used device-independent color information embedded all fonts, although the specific types of TrueType 
and Type 1 fonts changed for each publisher. 

Metadata and File Naming Analysis of Sample Files 

No publisher added metadata beyond what is auto-generated in the file creation process, and in some 
cases provided even less metadata than in Phase 2. In the case of one publisher, issues with incorrect 
use of embedded metadata fields were corrected, but in other cases useful information such as 
embedded filenames was removed. The lack of key dates (namely publication date and file creation 
date) embedded as metadata continued to be an issue.  Without this embedded metadata, the 
information must be gleaned from other sources or, in the case of publication date, derived from the 
masthead or the filename if the date is included there.  
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In one sample, photos could be extracted in uncropped form, and they included very specific and 
detailed captions and credit information in the photo metadata. The publisher would need to assess if 
such information was desirable to include in the copyright deposit. 

File naming varied greatly between publishers assessed during the pilot. Two of the four publishers 
included an ISSN number as part of the name. Two publishers did not include edition number and title 
as part of the file name. One publisher, submitting multiple titles, used a complex naming convention 
(not including ISSN) requiring a key or map to parse and delivered all titles in a single directory. The 
team was glad to see that no special characters were included in file names. 

Completeness Analysis of Sample Files 

While three publishers submitted issues as book PDFs, one submitted single PDF pages without logical 
page sequence information.  Furthermore, the delivered files of this publisher did not represent the final 
print issues, and instead represented the daily production output including multiple titles, editions, 
dates, partial issues, and replacement files. 

There was a significant problem with rendering pages from one publisher.  In one sample, some pages 
rendered in Adobe Acrobat, but not Adobe Reader; other pages rendered in Adobe Reader, but not 
Adobe Acrobat.  This was primarily a problem with two-page spreads. 

Another significant problem was the omission of some sections.  For example, in one sample from Phase 
3, the Classifieds section (typically 3 pages or so) were omitted from some issues. This was not a 
problem in the Phase 2 sample submitted. 

Phase 3 Summary 

The Library Services project team successfully tested an automated transfer process for incoming 
sample files.  Additional workflow steps were tested to simulate the quality review of a sample batch 
and preservation of the files on long-term storage.  Analysis of the Phase 3 samples revealed that some 
publishers were willing and able to make nominal modifications to their files in support of the pilot 
project. In some cases, however, the files received in Phase 3 exhibited problems that had not surfaced 
in the Phase 2 samples examined. 
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Conclusions 

During the course of this pilot, two things were evaluated: ePrint PDF file characteristics as produced by 
publishers and reliable regular transfer methods. 

Files 

The PDF files created by publishers were, for the most part, useable for archival purposes, i.e. 
identifiable, renderable, reproducible, and searchable.  Four areas of concern include partially 
renderable pages, missing pages, problematic file names, and a lack of logical page order.  

Recommendation 

The critical technical traits for files include: 

• A screen-renderable and valid PDF according to the ISO 32000 family of specifications for PDF 
1.7  

• Issue-level file (rather than page-level files).  Each PDF should present all pages in logical page 
sequence. 

• Filename containing ISSN, publication date, and edition enumeration in the following format: 
ISSN_yyyymmdd_xx   

• Embedded metadata must contain ISSN (in dc:identifier or xmp:identifier) and publisher date (in 
dc:date) 

• Structured text (sometimes referred to as "tagged text") in support of Section 508 compliance 

• Searchable text to the greatest extent possible (articles, advertisements, obituaries, etc.) 

• All fonts must be embedded 

• No proprietary access restrictions such as those implemented through Digital Rights 
Management schema or software. 

Most sample files exhibited these traits.  However, in order to be useable by the Library, the files must 
have easily understood file names, and all pages for the day's issue must be delivered in logical order, 
preferably encapsulated as one object. Without logical order and easily understood file names, it is 
difficult for Library staff to determine if all of the pages for the day's issue have been delivered. In 
practice, this means a single, multi-page PDF issue per day, with reliable identity information included in 
the filenaming structure or embedded metadata.   

In terms of content characteristics, Library Services would recommend deposited ePrint files conform to 
similar characteristics as described in the current Group Registration for Newspapers/Newsletters 
circular (https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ62a.pdf ), regarding frequency of publication (daily), latest 
edition, and completeness. 

Transfers 

For the pilot, two transfer methods were tested.  
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Physical Delivery:  

The first method tested was physical media delivery.  Due to security restrictions on Capitol Hill, 
standard deliveries undergo significant processing delays as packages must be inspected off-site before 
delivery.  For this pilot, an expedited method was used to circumvent such delays.  Because the Library 
had not yet established a path for electronic transfer of files from publishers, physical delivery was used 
for Phase 2.  The team does not consider physical delivery of files to be a viable long-term option for a 
variety of reasons, including processing delays and potential for mislabeling.  

Digital Delivery: 

The second method pursued was SFTP transfer: both "fetch," wherein the files are picked up from the 
publisher's server, and "catch," wherein the files are delivered to the Library's servers. The first thing to 
note was the SFTP transfer process. Currently, the Library's servers are configured to accept deliveries 
via SFTP only.  One publisher mentioned that an FTP/FTPS option would be preferable, and lacking that, 
would rather have the Library fetch content from their servers.  

For the content transfers, the Library provided SFTP account setup forms to the publishers to transfer 
files to the Library's servers. The account request form was provided in mid-October, and creating all of 
the accounts required some troubleshooting, from minor to major.  This configuration process spanned 
from 1.5 months to 3 months.  Two caveats include the fact that the troubleshooting process spanned 
the holidays, and that one publisher did not complete the SFTP account setup, but instead provided 
their server credentials to the Library. 

ePrints representing the printed issue are generally large-format, full-color, with high quality 
illustrations and photographs resulting in multi-page files of significant data size. While file sizes were 
not a problem in the 4-week pilot delivery process using direct SFTP (deliveries were daily or weekly by 
publisher preference), by extrapolation, group deposits of this type of material would entail significant 
quantities of data delivered to the Library depending on the frequency of deposit expected.  In the pilot, 
daily issue files averaged approx. 160 MB each (range 35 MB-265 MB per issue), and zipping the files 
does not reduce the file size significantly (about a 2% reduction on files tested).  Similarly, the number of 
titles received could be expected to increase significantly beyond the small number submitted for the 
pilot. Decisions regarding the desired means of data transfer to the Library should take this into 
consideration.  

In conclusion, this pilot project has achieved its goals of identifying current publisher practices for 
newspaper ePrints, evaluating technical file characteristics that can support Library Service's mission of 
sustaining a modern newspaper collection, and exploring the challenges of establishing possible future 
regular data transfers. The results give the team confidence that ePrints could be a viable technical 
alternative to microfilm deposits for newspapers.  The team is grateful to the News Media Alliance and 
participating newspaper publishers for collaborating with the Library to explore this option. 
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Appendix A:  Preferences for PDF Delivery  

In Phase 3 of this project, the goal was for publishers to produce digital objects with as many Level 2 
characteristics as possible. Please note that the digital objects did not need to be wholly Level 1 or Level 
2, but could have some characteristics in either column; in addition, as indicated by the asterisk (*), 
some individual characteristics are actually part of the PDF-A specification and therefore included only 
as reference points. 
 
Level 1 describes basic technical characteristics for files that the Library would like to acquire. Providing 
e-print PDFs that exhibit these characteristics will allow the Library to implement basic collection 
practices, relative to long-term management concerns. 
 
Level 2 describes optimal characteristics for preservation, and content with those characteristics would 
be more likely to meet the Library’s collection and long-term preservation needs over time with the 
least resource impact. 
 
Not permitted means not allowable by desired format specification. 
Not acceptable means not acceptable to the Library of Congress. 
* Indicates required by PDF/A specification.  
 

Property 

Level 1 – Compliance to basic 
non-archival implementations 
of PDF. 

Level 2 – Enhanced preservation ready 
files with compliance to more 
structured and data rich 
implementations of PDF for archiving 
and preservation 

TECHNICAL Properties 

Format compliance PDF will be readable by Acrobat 
5.0 or later versions 

• PDF/A-1b (ISO 19005-1:2005) 
• PDF/A-2b (ISO 19005-2:2010) 
• PDF/A-1a (ISO 19005-1:2005) 
• PDF/A-2a (ISO 19005-2:2010) 

File structure and 
filename  

Publisher, title, and publication 
date information incorporated 
into file name and directory 
structures  

ISSN and publication date information 
must be incorporated into the filename 
and directory structures 
(ISSN/ISSN_yyyy-mm-dd_edition 
number). 
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Property 

Level 1 – Compliance to basic 
non-archival implementations 
of PDF. 

Level 2 – Enhanced preservation ready 
files with compliance to more 
structured and data rich 
implementations of PDF for archiving 
and preservation 

Issues Multiple page-level PDFs must 
sort in page sequence order or 
include a single unifying XML 
document providing 
identification and logical page 
sequence information 

One multi-page PDF per issue with 
pages presented in a logical page 
sequence 

Security measures 
(DRM, passwords, 
encryption, etc.) 

Not acceptable Not permitted and not acceptable* 

Searchable text Selected text is searchable; at a 
minimum article text, titles and 
bylines. 

All text is searchable including but not 
limited to article text, titles and bylines, 
classified ads, commercial 
advertisements (if submitted as text, not 
images), community calendars and TV 
programming listings. 

Structured text Not implemented All content is tagged, structured in 
logical column-reading order during 
creation* 

Fonts Selected fonts embedded All fonts must be embedded and also 
must be legally embeddable for 
unlimited, universal rendering* 

”Fast View” / 
Linearization 

Permitted Not implemented (not strictly 
incompatible with PDF/A but many 
PDF/A tools will ignore it if present.) 
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Property 

Level 1 – Compliance to basic 
non-archival implementations 
of PDF. 

Level 2 – Enhanced preservation ready 
files with compliance to more 
structured and data rich 
implementations of PDF for archiving 
and preservation 

Embedded metadata XMP preferred but not required:  

• publisher [dc:publisher/no 
XMP alternative]  

• title [dc:title/no xmp 
alternative]  

• ISSN 
[dc:identifier/xmp:identifier]  

• published date [dc:date/no 
xmp alternative]  

• geographic coverage of 
edition if specialized 
[dc:coverage] 

XMP required* 

<pdfaid:part> and 
<pdfaid:conformance> 

Preferred but not required:  

• publisher [dc:publisher/no XMP 
alternative]  

• title [dc:title/no xmp alternative]  
• ISSN [dc:identifier/xmp:identifier]  
• published date [dc:date/no xmp 

alternative]  
• geographic coverage of edition if 

specialized [dc:coverage] 

Interactive content 
(bookmarks, hyperlinks, 
etc.) 

Permitted No bookmarks, hyperlinks, named 
destinations, comments, forms, 
Javascript actions, external cross 
references, alternate images, embedded 
thumbnails, annotations, or private data* 

Multimedia content 
(audio, video) 

Permitted Not permitted* 

Image information  Each PDF will include all 
necessary embedded raster-based 
photographic images and vector-
based graphics. 

Each PDF will include all necessary 
embedded raster-based photographic 
images and vector-based graphics.* 
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Property 

Level 1 – Compliance to basic 
non-archival implementations 
of PDF. 

Level 2 – Enhanced preservation ready 
files with compliance to more 
structured and data rich 
implementations of PDF for archiving 
and preservation 

Behavior upon opening 
/ rendering 

PDF file will open without error 
and content is visible. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

PDF file will open without error and 
content is visible. 
The PDF will open to Fit Page 
sizing.  
The PDF will open to single page 
layout.  
The PDF will open with neither 
document outline nor thumbnail 
images available.  
The PDF will open with the tool bar, 
menu bar, and user interface 
elements visible.  
The PDF will not open centered in 
the screen. 

Color information Color space, such as CIE and 
ICC, may be defined in a device 
independent manner  

Color spaces must be specified in 
device-independent manner* 

a 

CONTENT Properties 

Completeness Complete 
preferred) 

edition (latest, All published content (advertisements, 
magazines, etc.) 

Resolution Any High 

DELIVERY Properties 

Transfer process Signiant/Email SFTP to LC Servers 

Frequency Daily or less Weekly 
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Appendix B:  Summary of Publisher Phase 3 Samples  

Publisher Publisher A Publisher B Publisher C Publisher D 
Delivery  Fetch* Catch** Catch Catch 
Troubleshooting Required? Publisher delay in server 

setup 
no issues no response until 

January 
Publisher tool configuration 

problems 
Delivery frequency daily weekly daily daily 
Single Page or Multipage 
PDF multi multi multi single 
Average file size (Mb) 67 269 25 2 

Average # of Pages 39 90 49 

Title A-185   
Title B-108    
Title C-17 

PDF version 1.3 1.7 1.6 1.4 
Embedded Metadata auto-generated only  auto-generated only auto-generated only auto-generated only 
Filename structure issn_date_edition title_issn_date title_date lengthy code 
ISSN included in filename yes yes no no 
DPI 250 200 150 225 
Renderability  yes yes, but some spreads 

missing 
yes yes 

Embedded Fonts yes yes yes yes 
Text Searchability  yes yes yes yes 
Accessibility (508) no no no no 
Security measures in files no no no no 

* "Fetch" = Automated LC retrieval from publisher's server 

** "Catch" = Publish delivery to LC server (SFTP)  
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